Looking to Access
the Brightest Minds
in Research?
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Enterprise Ireland’s Research & Innovation
Business Unit’s commercial focus and deep
experience of working at the interface of
industry and research means we can advise on
the smooth and efficient transfer of knowledge
from Higher Education Institutes to small,
medium & large companies. This approach
has been proven in hundreds of successful
partnerships with some of Ireland’s most
innovative companies and is based on
several key benefits:
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research staff in irish
universities and college

Customised Process
ASSESSMENT

Following thorough
consultation, we advise on the
implications of building your
own system, of collaboration or
of partnerships, helping identify
the most suitable approach.

Our stepped process creates a b

MATCHING

Our Technology Transfer
and Commercialisation
Specialists provide shortlists
of research projects or
technology skillsets that
match your needs.
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Leading Edge Lower
Expertise
Costs
Enterprise Ireland provides direct access
to technologically advanced researchers,
who are focused, efficient and eager to
collaborate with industry. This includes
world-class, ‘blue sky’ experts who are
three to five years ahead in terms
of technological innovation.
Our unrivalled reach encompasses
world class research in all Irish third
level institutions as well as in European
institutes and the programmes of the
European Space Agency.
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Enterprise Ireland’s Innovation
Partnership Programme can provide
up to 80% funding for collaborative
research with Irish universities and ITs.
Every company can apply for a ¤5,000
Innovation Voucher to pay a registered
knowledge provider to solve a technical
or business challenge.
Companies investing in R&D activities
may also qualify for the R&D Tax Credit
Scheme, which is managed by the
Revenue Commissioners.
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bespoke solution for partner companies that meets their specific innovation requirements:
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DESIGN

We work to ensure that
each party’s objectives
are clearly understood
and that the scope, scale
and timing of the project
meets your requirements.

FACILITATION

We act as translator between
companies and their research
partners, helping them avoid
potential risks, improve
project flow and achieve
smooth technology transfer.

A Collaborative Approach to Innovation:
Mincon
In 2010 Shannon-based Irish company,
Mincon’s state of the art drilling technology
played a vital role in the rescue of 33 miners,
trapped deep below ground in the San Jose
mine in Chile. In collaboration with Enterprise
Ireland, Mincon has worked with academic
groups in Waterford and Dublin to optimise
the design and performance of their drilling
products allowing it to deliver significant
technical improvements. The company now
employs over 50 people and aims to become
the world’s number one designer and supplier
of state-of-the-art rock drills.

Crospon
Crospon’s leading edge EndoFLIP® Imaging
System has applications in gastrodiagnostics
and bariatric surgery. Crospon is the first Irish
SME and Enterprise Ireland client participating
in a ¤7m project where 15 partners located in
6 different member states aim to facilitate the
development of new routes of micro/nanoscale feature manufacturing by implementing a
full technology platform.

Crowley Carbon
Crowley Carbon is a multi-disciplinary
Energy Services Company. The company’s
participation in a collaborative Energy
Efficiency centre, which comprises SME and
multinational companies is a vital component
of their R&D success. It allows them fund
research projects, interact with academics and
bounce ideas off other partners, which are
mainly multinational companies. This unique
model is delivering profound results such as
the development of technologies to convert
low temperature heat to electricity.

Enterprise Ireland
is ready to make
it happen.
For any fast-growing business,
maintaining innovation in
technology and process is a
cornerstone of growth and
competitiveness. But planning,
managing and funding R&D
across a broad range of
technological areas can
be challenging.
Ireland and Europe’s Universities
and Institutes of Technology are
home to leading-edge research
expertise and technological skill

sets. Through its unparalleled
relationships with research
projects in all Irish third level
institutions and across Europe,
Enterprise Ireland provides
a bespoke solution to Irish
companies that matches world
class skills to their R&D projects;
quickly, productively and costeffectively.

Take the next step
If your company needs to access the very best
research talent or is encountering a challenging
research task, contact Enterprise Ireland to discuss
how we can match world class skills to your
R&D projects:
visit www.enterprise-ireland.com
email innovation@enterprise-ireland.com
or phone (01) 727 2000 and ask for the
Research and Innovation Business Unit.

Enterprise Ireland,
The Plaza, East Point Business Park, Dublin 3.
Tel: (01) 727 2000 Fax: (01) 727 2020
www.enterprise-ireland.com
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